Juror and steward appointments for the upcoming competition season:

**Practice event for the World PG Accuracy Championship Albania, May 10-14**  
Steward - Violeta Masteikiene (LTU)

**Asian PG Accuracy Championship Kazakhstan, May 27-June 3**  
Steward - Riikka Vilkuna (SWE)  
Jury - Andy Cowley (GBR) (President), Elsa Mai (TPE), Hary Utama (INA)

**Practice event for the PG Worlds Italy, May 28-June 4**  
Steward - Kari Castle (USA)  
Trainee steward - Igor Erzen (SLO)

**European PG Accuracy Championship, Lithuania, July 11-17**  
Steward - Andy Cowley (GBR)  
Jury - Huub Coumans (NED) (President), Zeljko Ovuka (SER), Tone Tursic (SLO)

**European HG Championship, FYR Macedonia, July 16-30**  
Steward - Claudia Mejia de la Pava (COL)  
Jury - Stephane Malbos (FRA) (President), Jamie Shelden (USA), Giovanni Vitola (GUA)

**European PG Championship, FYR Macedonia, August 6-20**  
Steward - Nikolay Yotov (BUL)  
Jury - Stephane Malbos (FRA) (President), Jamie Shelden (USA), Giovanni Vitola (GUA)

**World PG Aerobatics Championship, France, August 26-September 4**  
No steward needed  
Jury - Louise Joselyn (GBR) (President), Agust Gudmundsson (ISL), Stephane Malbos (FRA)

**Practice event for the 2017 World HG Championship Brasil, August 27-September 3**  
Steward - Mitch Shipley (USA)  
No jury needed

In recent years the CIVL has been reviewing the jury and steward policy (see [http://www.fai.org/civil-about-us/civil-officials-experts](http://www.fai.org/civil-about-us/civil-officials-experts)). We have had no training session at the Plenary for jury and steward positions. However, for juror positions, we tend to choose people of experience that have been working within CIVL and are well aware not only of the rules, but also of the goals and purposes of CIVL – the spirit of the rules. For steward positions, we choose people with extensive experience running competitions and/or people who are well aware of the goals and purposes of CIVL.

We are working on updating the existing list of volunteers for J&S positions.